
A View from Carson’s World:   
YZ85 Summer Project 
By Carson Brown 

I broke my arm this summer. No big deal, its part of 
riding dirt bikes fast. It happened the first week I was off 
of school, so that was a bummer!  The doctor said six 
weeks in a cast and a few more weeks to build the 
muscles back up. I made it about 24hrs before getting 
back on two wheels. The doctor and my family were not 
too excited for me (especially when I cracked the cast).  
So I gave in, six weeks without riding. I can do this……  

The only thing that’s as fun as riding dirt bikes is working on dirt bikes!  I had a pile of 
broken 110s and 50s, so I decided to fix a few of them up and sell them off in order to 
get some money to start on a new project.  
 
I started checking Craig’s list to come up with something I had never worked on 
before. It didn’t take long before I found a mint ’04 YZ85 for $800.00  The bike looked 
like it had been ridden only a hand full of times. The good thing with YZ85’s is they 
have not changed since 2002. That’s right, 2002 – 2013 are all the same! 
 
 

The big wheels and long swingarm 

made the YZ super stable and a blast to 

ride!  

Since I had so much time on my hands (or 
maybe I should say ‘hand’), I decided to go 
crazy and take the bike completely apart. I 
wanted the bike to look different, so I started 
out by changing all of the blue parts to black 
or white. I had the frame powder coated black 
and switched the plastic to white. I also 
wanted to make the bike a little bigger, so it 
could be raced in the Supermini class. So I 
spoked up some big wheels, 16” rear and 19” 
front.  

Once the chassis was on the way I wanted to 
start messing with the engine. The YZ85 
bone stock is pretty fast.  It doesn’t make any 
bottom end power, because it doesn’t have a 
power valve, but it flat out rips on top. I 
wanted to keep that same type of power but 
just a lot more of it.  
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The Cylinder Works 108 engine really 

woke the YZ85 up.  

Cylinder works makes a 108 kit that comes 
with a complete big bore fully ported cylinder, 
Vertex race piston, and a Hot Rods stroker 
crank kit. It’s all designed to work together. 
The only tricky part is the head has to be 
machined to match the longer stroke of the 
crank.  

Next was the pipe. I used the GYTR Athena 
pipe.  It is made specifically for big bore YZ 
85s and it is the coolest looking cone pipe 
ever! The last thing I did for the engine was 
get a bigger FPS Racing Fluidine radiator. 
With the giant motor you are going to want to 
keep it cool! 

The Athena pipe  

lets the bike rev on top.  

There were a few other tricks I made to the  
YZ to make the bike fit me a little better. I  
installed a KX85 top triple clamp. It lowered 
the bars and pulled them back slightly. The 
other thing I did was put the rear rotor and  
complete rear brake from an RM85 on the  
rear of the YZ. It bolts right on and works  
much better than the tiny stock YZ rear  
brake, especially with the big wheels. I used  
the Works Connection frame guards, levers,  
radiator guard and skid plate. I can’t even  
ride without these parts any more (maybe  
because I am hard on stuff). Plus, it makes the bike look great! 

The last thing on the list was the graphics. I 
wanted to make my own. My buddy Warren 
and the guys at Uber Sign Shop gave me 
the die lines and let me draw my own  
graphics. That was the easy part. He then 
had to convert them and turn them into 
graphics!  

The whole YZ project took just about six weeks to finish and kept me busy while my 
arm was healing up. I learned a ton of stuff about the YZ85s along the way. How does 
the bike ride? Awesome! The big bore engine pulls from top to bottom. It still revs high 
for the MX crowd, but now it actually pulls off of the bottom. I think it would even be 
fun in the woods! The big wheels and long swingarm make the biggest difference. The 
big wheels let you hit the jumps and whoops a lot harder.  

Now that I have done up an YZ, KX, and CRF I need to come up with a RM85. Then I 
can do my own personal 85 mod shootout! Wait, I just checked Craig’s list, there’s a 
‘06 RM85 that needs rear wheel bearings - $300.00.  Gotta run……… 
 

Carson 

Parts List: 
 
04 YZ85 - www.craigslist.com $800.00 
American Powder Coating (powder coat frame) $100.00 
UFO white plastic kit - www.ufoplasticusa.com $133.99 
Uber custom graphics - Call for pricing  
Works Connection frame guards - www.worksconnection.com $65.00 
Works Connection clutch lever - www.worksconnection.com $155.85 
Works Connection slid plate - www.worksconnection.com $74.95 
Works Connection hour meter - www.worksconnection.com 37.95 
Works Connection Pro Launch Holeshot Device - www.worksconnection.com $109.95 
Works Connection radiator guard - www.worksconnection.com $39.95 
Tag sprockets - www.oneindustries.com $30.00 front / $70.00 rear 
Tag mini bars - www.oneindustries.com $65.00 
Cylinder works 108 kit - www.cylinder-works.com $649.95 
Hot Rods 2mm stroker crank - www.hotrodsproducts.com $239.95 
GYTR Athena exhaust - www.yamaha-motor.com $279.95 
GYTR Athena muffler - www.yamaha-motor.com $129.95 
FPS Racing (Fluidine radiator) - www.fpsracing.com $249.95 
V-Force 3 reeds - www.mototassinari.com $167.95 
Pivot Works linkage bearings - www.pivotworks.com $89.95 
Pivot Works fork seals and bushings - www.pivotworks.com $64.95 
Vertex clutch plates - www.vertexpistons.com $92.64 
Pro Wheel rims - www.prowheelracing.com 19” front $110.00 / 16” rear $128.00 
Pro Wheel spokes - www.prowheelracing.com 19” front $84.62 / 16”rear $72.49 
Long big wheel swingarm (Custom BBR but Yamaha sells one through GYTR) -  
        www.yamaha-motor.com $795.00 
Dunlop mx51 tires 
Troy Lee Designs grips - www.troleedesigns.com $12.95 
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